
OTANEWAINUKU WHATAROA FALLS 
    

Topo50 Map: BD37  Tauranga & BE37 Rotorua                                      NZTM  GPS: NZTM on WGS84 
 

How to get to START: It is about 2 hours driving from Taupo and the route is via 

Rotorua to eventually pick up SH36 Tauranga Direct Road which leads into Pyes Pa 

Road.  Turn right off this to Mangatoi Road which is windy, steep and gravelly, left to No 

2 Road and then left off this to Mountain Road.  The car park (WP01463masl) is soon 

found with a shelter on the left hand side and the sign-posted track entrance on the right. 

Rough description: A fairly tasking little walk on good track, which needs careful 

watching as there are a few turns which are not too obvious though there are plenty of 

orange track markers – however in places there are even more pink markers as pest 

eradication and hunters seem pretty active in the area.  In places there is fair birdlife – 

robin seen several times – and the track is soft as it passes through the lush forest but 

some sections are a bit root infested. 

Detail: The outing starts on the “Loop Track” and one can go clockwise or anti-clockwise 

with both directions heading downhill to start to arrive at the start of the Whataroa Falls 

Track (WP02441masl) in a bit over 20mins. There are many “Tree” info points along here. 

Location 

 

 
There are not too many features to note on this 

track but there is an incised stream line 

(WP03415masl) after 40minutes then a stream 

crossing (WP04364masl) after 1:20min to face a 

notice board with right being a diversion of minutes 

to the falls (WP05352masl). 

  

 

From here on it is worthwhile looking carefully for the orange markers as there 

are so many bait-lines and other places that look like tracks. There is a short 

section in a dry valley (WP06399masl) that is crossed then an old track or road is 

met. Left uphill leads to paddocks (WP07410masl) and the route is a few metres 

downhill to then slip off left (WP08408masl). The track then follows a fence line and 

there is a stile with an invitational notice (WP09416masl) to enter and see the 

views from a local house (WP10418masl). On the day in question there was no one 

apart from unseen barking dogs at home and, as it was raining, lunch was had 

under the deck (balcony). 

The return route used was the same as the outward as far as the Loop 

Track junction (WP2) and by turning right the rest of the loop walk can be 

completed – well worthwhile as a huge 500 year old rimu is found lying 

(WP11443masl) along the side of the track 
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Waypoints – NZTM 

 

 

 

Notes: 

 

 GPS = Garmin GPSMap 62sc 

 WP = Waypoint as taken by GPS unit 

 masl = metres above sea level  

 


